Nigel Kneale Bibliographies

Nigel Kneale: Print Bibliography

   With a foreword by Elizabeth Bowen and an autobiographical blurb by Kneale. Jacket designed by Stephen Russ.
   With a foreword by Elizabeth Bowen.
   About the adaptation of Emily Brontë’s *Wuthering Heights*.


   About the adaptation of George Orwell’s *Nineteen Eighty-Four*.

   About the TV play of the same name.

10. ———. “To A New Wilderness.” *Radio Times*, no. 1666 (October 14, 1955): 7. [Read this text](#).
    About *Quatermass II*.

    About *Quatermass and the Pit*.

    Appears to actually be *Minuke*.


    Screenplay by Kneale with additional dialogue by Osborne. Based on the play by Osborne.
Illustrated with a page of the shooting script.

Cover by Bryan Kneale, Nigel’s brother.

18. ———. *Quatermass And the Pit: A Play for Television in Six Parts*.
Cover by Bryan Kneale, Nigel’s brother.

Paperback reprint of 1949 volume with slightly different contents.

About *The Road*.

About the TV play of the same name.

   Winter issue 1972/73. A conversation about M.R. James and ghost stories between Nigel Kneale and Alex Hamilton.


   With introduction. The other plays are *The Stone Tapes* and *The Road*.


   Paperback edition.

   Hardback edition.


31. ———. “Quatermass: On The Streets of Fear When the World Falls Apart.” *TV Times IPC*, October 27, 1979. [Read this text].

33. ———. “Ladies’ Night.” Novella. In Unnatural Causes, edited by Unknown, 84–131. Blandford Press, 1986. This story was also used in the ITV series with the same name as the anthology.


**Adaptations**

Stories by Kneale that has been reworked in other media.


   A novelization of the script for the movie *Halloween III: Season of the Witch*, which was written by an uncredited Kneale. Jack Martin is a pseudonym for Dennis Etchison. The book has been reprinted several times.

**Interviews**


   About the TV play *Wine of India*.


   About *The Chopper* from *Out of the Unknown*.


   About *Beasts*.


About The Quatermass Memoirs.

Featurette on the Clear Vision DVD release of the 1979 series.

Works about Quatermass/Kneale


On the first film and serial.
3. N. M. “Enemy From Space.” Motion Picture Daily 82, no. 46 (September 5, 1957): 5. Read this text.

About Quatermass.

Deals with the four books and gives an overview of the serials and films.
7. Petley, Julian. “The Manxman: The Career of Nigel Kneale.” *Monthly Film Bulletin* 56, no. 662 (March 1989): 90–96. This issue also has reviews of the VHS releases of *Quatermass and the Pit* (by Petley) and *The Quatermass Conclusion* (by Kim Newman).


   About the remake of the first serial. Featuring quotes from star Isla Blair and director Sam Miller.
   About the then upcoming remake of the first serial.
   Read this text.
   Includes an extensive list of Kneale’s credits in various media.
   Features commentary on Kneale’s work.
   Several chapters mention Kneale.
   With audio casette.

PhD thesis.


Still unpublished, preliminary cover.
   Still unpublished, preliminary cover. Same contents as the hardback edition, minus *The Big, Big Giggle*.


   *Downloaded from Ringstone Round, the Quatermass fansite. This bibliography is compiled by Kristian Nordestgaard with help from a bunch of people and may be freely distributed.*